
tutts Clump Cider is a family business
that was set up in 2006 by tim Wale.
tim (who is an Agricultural/Motor
engineer by trade) was born in the
hamlet of tutts Clump in West
Berkshire and still lives there. tim is
assisted by his wife and five daughters.

Cider making started as a hobby with
production of some 25 litres. By 2013
they were using around 90 tonnes of
home counties grown apples and
crafting some 60,000 litres of Proper
Cider which is increasing year on year.
they do not filter, pasturise or
carbonate their products and
everything is processed in-house and
packaged in bottles, cans, bag in box,
casks and kegs.
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Style       ABV Case Individual

This medium/sweet Real Cider is lovingly crafted in West Berkshire from a
blend of apples before being infused with real juice from the fruits of the
forest. 

Dark Fruit 
Medium
Sweet 

4%

This medium/dry single variety Real Cider is lovingly crafted from the finest
Kent-grown Jazz apples. It's probably the first ever Cider made from this
particular apple!
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This medium/dry Real Cider is crafted from a blend of the finest Home
Counties apples – and is dedicated to the good people of Reading.  

Reading Gold
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This medium/sweet Real Cider is made from a blend of apples before being
infused with real rhubarb juice.

Rhubarb
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This award-winning medium/dry Real Cider is handmade from a variety of
eating, cooking and crab apples mainly from within West Berkshire. 

Special Reserve is crafted from a variety of eating, cooking and crab apples
mainly from within West Berkshire.  

Special Reserve 
Dry 6%

traditional Farmhouse
Medium

Dry
6%

Style ABV Case Individual

Royal Berkshire was formally known as theRoyal Wedding Cider to celebrate
the wedding of Kate Midddleton, who grew up in the local villages of
Bradfield and Bucklebury to Prince William on April 29th 2011. This award-
winning crisp medium/sweet Real Cider is handmade from a variety of eating

Royal Berkshire
Sweet 7%
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gift Box
The Tutt's Clump gift box contains: 

3 x 500ml bottles




